New Apps for FCEC

**VI APPS**

Tap tapsee
- Double tap on the device’s screen to photograph any two or three dimensional object at any angle, have it defined.
- The iDevice’s VoiceOver then speaks the identification audibly to the user.

iMove
- Supports independent mobility
- Know the address of where you are
- Know points of interest around you

Colored eye
- For the color impaired or color blind
- Will identify colors in real time
- Can identify colors in images

VM Alert – Video Motion Detector
- Detects motion seen by the iPhone camera
- Can be configured to sound a pleasant or alarming audible alert when it detects motion
- Saves images of the motion conveniently to the iPhone camera roll.
- Lets you know when some enters room.

Chime o Clock
- Adjust it to chime on the hour, half hour, or on quarters.
- Choose between beep sound alert or a synthetic voice that tells you the time.

Talking clock
- Animated flip clock function
- Announces, with a natural spoken voice, the current time in varying intervals from 1 minute to 1 hour.
- The announcement system also works through headphones
- It even provides a timer - countdown mode, which announces the time remaining depending on the settings.

Look tel money reader
- recognizes currency and speaks the denomination

Blindfold racer
- Must go to settings and turn off mono audio
  (Settings>Accessibility>Hearing>Mono Audio)
- Screen is black when driving car during this game
DHH APPS

ASL coach
- Displays graphic of each letter finger sign
- Displays graphic of finger sign for numbers 1-9

Sign language in the classroom
- Has a person showing signs for subject content word
- Comes with Biology terms
- Must purchase other content areas

ASL translator
- Translates text (sentences) to ASL signs
- Has a person showing ASL
- Has a bank of common phrases

Sign 4 Me
- Translates text (sentences) to ASL signs
- Has animation of person showing ASL

Vineya
- Requires Google Chrome, or app
- Sign Language Interpreting Service
- Create a free account pay as you go with Credit Card

Comunica
- Translates as you type text to finger signs
- Translates as you type finger signs to text
- Types finger signs

Signed stories
- Comes with Three Billy Goats Gruff, can buy other children books
- Read book orally and has video of person signing story

Baby Sign and sing – Nursery rhymes
- Comes with Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
- Video tutorial on how to sign the nursery rhyme
- Has hot links in text to focus on signs for key words
- Has an animation of girl signing and singing nursery rhyme